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 MIDSUMMER CUSTOMS IN MOROCCO.

 BY EDWARD WESTERMARCK, PH.D.

 (Read at Meeting, 7th December, I904.)

 THE present article is based on information which I have
 obtained in the course of three years and a half devoted to
 anthropological research in Morocco, chiefly among its
 peasantry.

 The population of Morocco consists of the following
 ethnic groups :-The Arabic-speaking tribes of the plains
 (the 'Arab); the Arabic-speaking mountaineers of Northern
 Morocco (the Jbdla), in whose veins, in spite of their
 language, probably flows much more Berber than Arab
 blood; the Rif Berbers (Rudfa), whose country extends
 along the Mediterranean coast from the neighbourhood of
 Tetuan to the Algerian frontier; the Berbers (Braber) in-
 habiting the mountains of Central Morocco and the eastern
 portion of the Great Atlas range; the Berbers (Skiuk)
 inhabiting the western part of the Great Atlas, as also the
 SIs country situated to the south of that range (a territory
 the eastern frontier of which may be roughly indicated by
 a line drawn from Demnat in a south-easterly direction,
 and the northern frontier by a slightly curved line uniting
 Demnat with Mogador on the Atlantic coast and following
 the foot of the mountains, or, in some places, intercepting a
 strip of the plain); and, lastly, the Berbers (Drawa) in-
 habiting the valley of the Wad DrA in the extreme south
 of Morocco, a group with reference to which I have been
 unable to procure any reliable information. I have been
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 28 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 living for a considerable time among various tribes of the
 'Arab on or near the Atlantic coast, the Jbala of Northern
 Morocco, and the Shluh of the Great Atlas and the pro-
 vince of HaIha; thus my residence among the Andjra
 mountaineers of the Jbala group lasted for half a year.
 But also the statements referring to tribes which I have not
 visited myself are derived from trustworthy native sources,
 from members of, or residents among, those tribes, with the
 exception perhaps of one or two cases, specially indicated,
 in which my informants seem to have spoken from hearsay
 rather than from experience.
 Among these various groups of natives certain cere-

 monies are performed on June 24th, Old Style, the so-called
 l-'dnsdara (in Shelha-i.e., the Berber dialect spoken by the
 Shluh-l'dnsart) day, or on the eve of that day.

 On 1-'dnsdra day, after sunset, the Andjra mountaineers
 kindle big fires in open places in their villages. Men,
 women, and children leap over these fires, believing that by
 doing so they rid themselves of all 1-bds, or misfortune,
 which may be clinging to them; the sick will be cured and
 childless couples will have offspring. Nobody is hurt by
 the fire, for there is baraka, benign virtue, in the smoke.
 Some straw, as also some marjoram (sdkt8ar) and alum, is
 burned in the zrtba, or enclosed place outside the dwelling
 house where the cattle, sheep, and goats are kept at night;
 the smoke will make the animals thrive. The people also
 burn straw, dry grass, herbs, or twigs in their gardens.
 Thus, in the garden attached to the cottage where I was
 living, a small fire was lighted under each fig-tree, and I
 was told that if this were not done the fruit would fall
 before it was ripe. In places where there are bees, the
 people burn dry cowdung, the smoke of which will make
 the honey plentiful and prevent the bees from being killed
 by thunder. I have found similar midsummer customs
 among other Jbala tribes that I have visited. In Jbel
 Habib I heard that on -'a'nsdra eve branches are cut from
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 Midsummer Cusloms in Morocco. 29

 the various trees in each garden, and burned underneath
 the best of them. In the tribe SAhail the people also burn
 poplar twigs and flJyyu, or pennyroyal (Mentha Pulegium)
 between the animals.

 On Z-'dnsdra day the 'Arab of the tribe Mna.sara make fires outside their tents, near their animals, on their fields,
 and in their gardens. Large quantities of pennyroyal are
 burned in these fires, and over some of them the people
 leap three times to and fro. Sometimes small fires are also
 kindled inside the tents. The people say that the smoke
 confers blessings on everything with which it comes into
 contact. At Salli, on the Atlantic coast, persons who
 suffer from diseased eyes rub them with the ashes of
 i-'dnsdra fire; and in Casablanca and Azemmur the people
 keep their faces over the fire, because the smoke is supposed
 to be good for the eyes. Among the 'Arab tribe Ulad Bu
 Aziz, in the province of Dukkala, fires are burned, not for
 men and animals, but only for crops and fruit; and I was
 told that nobody would like to cut the crops of the season
 before 1-'dnsdra is over, so as not to lose the benefit from
 benign virtue inherent in the smoke.

 On Midsummer Eve the Beni Mgild, a Berber tribe of
 the Braber group, light fires of straw. They leap three
 times over the fire, to and fro. They let some of the smoke
 pass underneath their clothes, and married women keep
 their breasts over the fire in order that their children may
 be strong. They paint their eyes and lips with some black
 powder (1-khol), mixed with ashes of the fire. They also
 dip the right forelegs of their horses into the fire, and put
 ashes on the forehead and between the nostrils of the horse.

 The inhabitants of Mequinez, again, purify their gardens
 and houses with the smoke of lighted poplar twigs.

 The Iniknaf'n, a Shluh tribe in .Ha.ha, burn dry cow- dung among the bees. When I asked for an explanation
 of this custom, one of the natives answered me that, just as
 men are purified by water, so bees are purified by the
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 30 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 smoke of cowdung burned at midsummer. I heard of the
 same custom farther east, at Amzmiz in the Great Atlas.

 But among none of the Shluh tribes inhabiting those
 mountains I have been able to detect any other fire
 customs at midsummer; on the contrary, the existence of
 any such customs was emphatically denied by my infor-
 mants. However, among various tribes in Sos, belonging
 to the same Berber group, smoke is made under the fruit-
 trees at midsummer with a view to preventing the fruit
 from falling. Thus the people of Aglu make smoke of
 straw and rubbish mixed with the dung of cows or camels,
 but the heap must not take fire; if it does so, the flame is
 extinguished with earth, lest the fruit should become bad.
 In Tazerwalt, another district in SOs, some fish from the
 river are roasted under the fruit-trees, the smoke being
 considered beneficial for the tree. But I am aware of no

 Shluh tribe making midsummer fires for the purpose of
 purifying men and animals.

 Among the Rif Berbers, on the other hand, fire cere-
 monies are practised at midsummer as extensively as
 among the Jbala. Fires are kindled over which the people
 leap in order to keep in good health. Fires are made for
 the animals, and in the fire the dried body of a wild cat is
 often burned, the smoke being considered wholesome for
 the animals. Fires are, moreover, made under the fruit-
 trees to prevent the fruit from falling. The ashes of the
 fires over which the people leap are mixed with water, and
 the tuft of hair which the Rif Berbers allow to grow on
 their heads is rubbed with this mixture so as to keep the
 hair from falling off.

 In all these cases the beneficial effect is entirely
 attributed to the smoke; the magic quality of the smoke
 removes 1-bds, or misfortune, from men, animals, fruit-trees,

 or crops. But in some places fire ceremonies of another
 type are practised at midsummer, namely, ceremonies
 which are supposed to destroy 1-bds by the flame. For
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 Midsummer Customs in Morocco. 31

 this purpose the B&ni Mgild burn on Midsummer Eve
 three sheaves of unthreshed wheat or barley, "one for the
 children, one for the crops, and one for the animals." On
 the same occasion they burn the tent of a widow who has
 never given birth to a child; and by so doing they think
 they rid the village of misfortune. A very similar custom
 seems to prevail among another tribe belonging to the
 same Berber group, the Zemmur. According to one in-
 formant, a native of Mequinez, they drive off the misfortune
 from their place by burning the tent of some widow whose
 family have died in fighting; whilst in the neighbouring
 tribe, Beni Ah'sen, I was told that the Zemmur at mid-
 summer burn a tent which has belonged to somebody
 killed in warfare during a feast, or, if there be no such
 person in the village, the tent of the f~k, or schoolmaster.
 Both among the Beni Mgild and among the Z6mmur the
 burned tent is replaced by a new one. Among the Arabic-

 speaking Beni Alh'sen it is the custom for those who
 live near the river Sbfi to make a little hut of straw at
 midsummer, set light to it, and let it float down the river.
 The people of Salli burn a straw hut on the river Bu
 Ragrag, which flows outside the town ;' whilst in the
 neighbouring town Rabat the same ceremony is sometimes
 performed in the tanks of the gardens.

 Beside smoke and fire customs, water ceremonies are

 very commonly practised at midsummer. On 1-'dnsdra
 day the people of the Andjra bathe in the sea or in the
 rivers; for on that day all water is endowed with
 baraka, which removes sickness and misfortune. They
 also bathe their animals: horses, mules, and donkeys,

 1 Chenier wrote at the end of the eighteenth century (The Present State oJ the
 Empire of Morocco, 1788, i. 293 sq.):--"At Sallee, when the harvest is
 gathered before the feast of St. John, which among the Moors corresponds
 with the fifth of July, I have seen young people collect reeds and straw into a
 heap, set them on float down the river, light them in a blaze as they swam,
 and sport round."
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 32 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 cattle, sheep, and goats. Many saints of Northern Morocco
 whose "tombs" are situated on the sea-shore have their

 feasts on -'dansara day-for instance, Sidi 1-Mi.fi at l-Ksar
 s-sger in Andjra, Sidi IfKsem in the Fahs, Sidi H.am6d ben Marzok at Azila; and on these occasions much
 bathing takes place in the sea. Ceremonial bathing on

 1-'dn sdra day prevails among various, if not all, tribes of
 the Jbala group. I also found it prevalent among the
 Beni Ah'sen and at Salli, on the Atlantic coast; whilst in
 Rabat, Mequinez, and Fez, people on that day pour water
 over each other in the streets or from the roofs of their

 houses without giving offence to anybody by doing so.
 On the other hand, I have found no water customs at

 midsummer among the 'Arab of the tribe Mna.sara, or Shawia or Dukkdla; nor among the Braber of the tribe
 Beni Mgild; nor among the Shluh of the Great Atlas.
 But midsummer bathing occurs among some Shluh in
 SUs. I was told by an old man from Tazerwalt that
 on l'dnsart day children bathe in springs and grown-
 up people in their houses. In Aglu, men, women, and
 children on the same occasion bathe in the sea or in

 springs or rivers, maintaining that if they do so they will
 suffer from no disease during the whole year. And if
 a woman is desirous of knowing whether she will be
 blessed with a child or not, she goes to the sea-shore on
 l'dnsart day and on the two following days, and lets seven
 waves go over her body each time; then she knows that, if
 she is going to have a child at all, she will have it very
 soon. In this case magic has dwindled into divination.
 According to all accounts which I have obtained from Rif
 Berbers, midsummer bathing is extensively practised in
 their country; animals also are bathed.

 Whilst at midsummer all water is supposed to be en-
 dowed with magic energy, there is a certain kind of water
 to which such energy is attributed in a special degree,
 namely, water which has fallen on April 27th, Old Style
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 Midsummer Customs in Morocco. 33

 (nhar idisan). In Andjra, if it rains on that day, the
 water (1-ma dZ-liiisan) is collected and afterwards used for a
 variety of purposes. On 1-'dnsdra day about sunset a ring
 was painted with cowdung and red earth mixed with such
 water round the trunk of every fig-tree in the garden where
 I was living. The people told me that this would prevent
 the figs from falling and make them good, by giving
 baraka to the trees and averting from them the evil eye of
 any person who passes by. Those who have a sufficient
 quantity of 1-ma d,-ldisan wash themselves with it on
 1-'dnsdra day. But this water is miracle-working also on
 other occasions. There is baraka in it from the beginning.
 A little of it is very beneficial to the crops, whereas much
 of it destroys them, because the water is supposed to be
 salt. When it rains on April 27th the people let some
 rain fall on their bare heads so as to make the head

 strong. When 1-ma de-lidisan touches the eyes of poisonous
 animals, such as snakes or scorpions, it makes the animal
 blind. Mixed with tar it is, in the hottest part of the
 summer, sprinkled on the door-posts to prevent snakes
 from entering the house. It is also sprinkled over the
 heaps of corn after threshing to protect them against the
 evil eye. Mixed with an egg, some kidnna, and seeds
 of cress (1-korf) it is given as medicine to cows suffering
 from stomach trouble. It is drunk by persons who have
 eaten bewitched food. It is poured over a plate on which
 a certain sura of the Koran has been written with Moorish

 ink, and is then given to schoolboys to drink so as to
 strengthen their memory. But in order to preserve its
 magic efficacy I-ma d?-ldisan must on no account be allowed
 to touch the ground. I am told that, if there is no rain on
 April 27th, water taken from seven springs which are
 never used for drinking purposes is on -'dnsidra day mixed
 with cowdung and red earth as a substitute for 1-ma de?-
 laisan. A belief which I found among the Shluh is worth
 mentioning in this connection. My teacher in Shelha, a

 C
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 34 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 scribe from Glawi in the Great Atlas, told me that at
 midsummer, for one hour, the water of the sea becomes
 sweet, whilst the water of springs and rivers become salt.
 When that water flows over the Indian-corn fields the

 corn is affected by it in a peculiar way: those who eat of
 the corn get nervous and quarrelsome. As only astro-
 logers know the hour when the change takes place, the
 people are unable to regulate the irrigation of their fields
 so as to keep the injurious water away from their crops.

 The Rif Berbers, Brabers, and Shluh are in the habit of
 throwing earth on the fruit-trees at midsummer, whereas
 I have not found this custom among any of the Arabic-
 speaking tribes. The Beni Mgild throw earth taken from
 a place where three roads meet, not only on their fruit-
 trees, but over their animals and bees; this, they say, will
 keep the animals in good condition and prevent the trees
 getting dry. Among the same tribe unmarried girls hang
 little bags filled with earth taken from such a place round
 their necks for the purpose of soon getting a husband and
 keeping off the evil eye. The Iniknifen, in Hahia, strew
 earth over the vegetables growing in their gardens, as well
 as at their fruit-trees. Among the Shluh of Aglu the
 sprinkling of the fruit-trees with fine earth or dust alter-
 nates with the smoke custom referred to above. The dust

 is by preference taken from some road frequented by many
 animals and men.

 Various other kinds of magic are practised at mid-
 summer for the benefit of the people. The Rif Berbers
 and the Andjra mountaineers make a few cuts in the
 trunks of their fig-trees so that the juice oozes out; this
 is supposed to prevent the tree from getting dry and the
 fruit from falling. "Male figs," wrapped up in bundles of
 straw or pennyroyal, are hung in the female trees. The
 smell of the pennyroyal is considered good for the tree;
 and it was suggested by a native that the "male figs" are
 hung there in order to induce the female figs to remain,
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 Midsummer Customs in Morocco. 35

 just as women like to stay where there are men. In
 Andjra I also saw the people hanging oleander twigs
 in their fig-trees.- A few days before 1-'dnsdra some
 pennyroyal is, moreover, placed under the roofs of the
 houses. There is baraka in it, but only if it is gathered
 before midsummer. It is used as medicine for colds and

 coughs, and is applied externally to wounds. When it is
 to be taken internally, its dry leaves are pulverised and
 the powder is mixed with kesksu, the national dish of the
 Moors, or with milk. Shortly before 1-'dnsdra some olean-
 der branches are also carried into the houses and preserved
 under the roof, where they serve as charms against the
 evil eye. In cases of sickness caused by the evil eye the
 leaves are burned and the patient lets the smoke pass
 underneath his clothes, inhaling it as it comes through.
 The greatest efficacy is ascribed to the so-called "sultan
 of the oleander" (sidtan dfel), a stalk with a cluster of four
 pairs of leaves round the stem. The stalk is used as a
 pen, and the leaves, written upon, are used as charms.
 The "sultan of the oleander" is always endowed with
 baraka, but its magic power is greatest when it has been
 cut immediately before midsummer. The oleander which
 grows in dry places is more efficacious than that which
 grows in rivers. When brought to the house, the branches
 must not touch the ground, lest they should lose their
 baraka. Like oleander and pennyroyal, marjoram is
 gathered just before -'adnsdra, and preserved to be used as
 medicine when occasion requires. The dry leaves of this
 herb are burned and the smoke is inhaled by persons
 troubled with cough, whilst, in the case of eye diseases, the
 eyes are held over the smoke. Its stalk is lighted and the
 regions of the eyes are touched with the glowing top.
 When a person is suffering from jaundice, the nails and
 various parts of the body-the temples, the forehead over
 the bridge of the nose, the top of the head, the joints of
 the arms and legs-are treated in a similar manner. On
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 36 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 1-'dnsdra day the Andjra people take home from the
 market some thistles, and hang them in their fruit-trees
 as a protection against the evil eye. On that day they
 also steal from the market some of the stones which are

 used as weights, to suspend them on their fruit-trees for the
 same object. I was told that their efficacy as charms is
 due to the baraka with which they are endowed, as also to
 the fact that many eyes have been gazing on them at the
 market. By catching so many glances of the eye, these
 stones have themselves become like eyes; and as the eye
 serves as a transmitter of baneful energy, it also, naturally,
 is capable of throwing back such energy on the person
 from whom it emanates, hence the image of an eye is often
 used as a charm against the evil eye. In another moun-
 tain tribe, the SAhal, I heard that, as in Andjra, pennyroyal
 and marjoram are cut immediately before l-'dnsdra, taken
 to the houses, and afterwards used for medicinal purposes.

 In many parts of Morocco certain eating ceremonies
 take place on Midsummer Day. A dish is made of
 various kinds of corn and pulse: wheat, maize, Indian
 corn, barley, peas, chick-peas, beans, and so forth. The
 corn and pulse are put in water the previous evening; and,
 in many cases at least, they are boiled in their natural
 state, and eaten with the husks on. The object of this
 ceremony is to secure good crops. In Shawia the people
 on l-'dnsdra day roast and eat some Indian corn on the
 field, and also take some to their homes. There they boil
 the heads without removing the grains, together with two
 handfuls of beans and four handfuls of wheat, which has

 not been kept in the m idtm2ra-their subterranean granary
 -but in the house. This dish is called s'ers'em; there is
 baraka in it, "it is dear to God." It is eaten with sour
 milk, and the people generally present a portion of it to
 their neighbours. Among the Ida Uger'd, a Shluh tribe in
 IHAha, a honey-comb is cut into two pieces on Midsummer
 Day and eaten if there is honey in it; I was told that if
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 Midsummer Customs in Morocco. 37

 this ceremony were not performed, the bees would have no
 honey. Eating ceremonies at midsummer prevail among
 some, but not all, of the Arabic-speaking tribes on the
 plains, among the Rif Berbers-who call the dish eaten on
 that occasion ims'iah-among the Beni Mgild and probably
 other tribes of the Briber group, and among the Shluh of
 the Great Atlas. On the other hand, I am not aware of
 their occurrence among the Shluh of the Sus country nor
 among the Jbala.

 From what has just been said, it appears that these
 eating ceremonies, like other midsummer customs, are
 intended to serve a useful purpose. But they are not,
 like the fire and water ceremonies, purificatory in their
 nature, they are multiplicative. Some food-corn, or
 pulse, or honey--is eaten with a view to increasing the
 supply of the same kind of food. The idea underlying
 this practice is not, as might perhaps be supposed, that of
 imitative magic; it is intended to serve as a conductor of
 blessings. In order to be efficacious, a blessing requires a
 wire, a material medium, through which it is transmitted
 from the person who blesses to the object blessed; and
 the closer the contact between them, the more readily is
 the blessing transferred. Now, the eating of a thing
 implies the most intimate contact possible between the
 thing eaten and the person who eats it; and, according to
 the rule of pars pro toto, so commonly applied in magic,
 to communicate blessings to a few representatives of a
 certain species is to bless the whole species. When the
 blessing is meant for the crops, it is desirable that the
 grains, peas, beans, and so forth, which are eaten, should
 so far as possible resemble those growing in the field. This
 seems to be the reason why they are kept in water over-
 night; why they are boiled in their natural state; why the
 husks are not taken off; why, of the Indian corn, the
 whole head is boiled. My informant expressly said that
 the Beni Mgild put corn and pulse in water overnight "so
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 38 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 that they should look like fresh ones the following morn-
 ing"; and the Andjra people, who perform the same
 ceremony not at midsummer but at New Year (of the
 solar year, Old Style), maintain that, if the seeds are much
 swollen in the morning, the crops will be good. Similar
 notions in all probability account for the eating of the
 honey-comb.

 In Morocco ceremonial eating is, in fact, a very common
 means of transferring blessings. I shall state a few facts
 which, though referring to ceremonies practised on other
 occasions, will help us to understand the ceremonial eating
 at midsummer. On the day when ploughing begins, the
 Andjra people take to the field some bread made without
 yeast (1-ftair), as also some ordinary bread and dried fruit.
 A loaf of 1-ftair is stuck on the horns of each ox, and is
 allowed to remain till the evening, when it is eaten by the
 owner of the ox and his family. The rest of the food is
 eaten on the spot by all people present, among whom the
 schoolboys-who are always regarded as semi-holy-are
 particularly conspicuous. When they have finished the
 meal, they say some words like these:-Alldh tac'dla

 irdzkek w' irzdkna fi z-zra' wd z-zerrd'a s-sdtika wa l-hkna
 wia l-'dmdr t-twil, Alldh tsa'dla i'aunek 'al' 1-harts, " May
 God the highest bestow on you" (that is, on the owner of the
 field) "and bestow on us wheat and seed, health and security
 and a long life, may God the highest help you with the
 ploughing." In the Rif country a loaf of bread is broken
 over the ploughbeam; part of it is given to the oxen to
 eat, and the rest is eaten by the persons present. Among
 the 'Arab of Dukkala a big wheaten loaf is eaten by the
 boys on that spot of the field which will be first turned up
 by the plough, whereupon they say, " May God make the
 ploughing easy for you." Among the Shluh of Aglu a big
 dish filled with tagzlla, a kind of hard porridge, is taken to
 the place where the ploughing is about to commence. In
 the middle of the tag/lla a hole has been made and filled
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 Midsummer Customs in Morocco. 39

 with oil. Into this the ploughman dips the top of the
 plough-share three times, saying :-Bismilldhi ya rdbb'i,
 adagtkimm'glt dkhrad 1i/ mu ntsibb'ab, " In the name of God,
 O God, may thou complete for us this good thing which
 we are undertaking." The ploughman then sprinkles the
 animals with oil, repeating the following words :-Bismill/i
 aftllanikimm'Jl rdbb'i l~krad Xli mu ntsibb'ab, atnkirz
 slhin'a, nnmgirt slhin'a, nasit sl/hn'a, nisrutt slhekn'a, ns'it
 sl/hn'a dissdht, a-stdi rdbb'i, " In the name of God, may
 God complete for us this good thing in which we are engaged,
 may we plough in peace, may we reap in peace, may
 we gather in peace, may we thresh in peace, may we
 eat in peace and with health, O Lord God." The rest of
 the oil and the tagilla are eaten by those present. Among
 the Shluh of Ida Uger'd I myself took part in a similar
 ceremony. When the oxen had been yoked, a boy
 brought a plate with argan-oil, in the midst of which was
 placed a handful of tuimmit, a mixture of roasted barley
 and salt. With the plate in his hand, my host then went
 round the animals and the plough, and sprinkled them
 with a few drops of the oil. He began the ceremony with
 the usual bismilld, " In the name of God," and went on
 muttering his blessings in an inaudible voice. When this
 was done, he mixed small lumps of the tzmmit with oil
 and gave them to the boys to eat, and then similar
 lumps to the others present; all of us had to eat a
 lump. The BEni Mgild, I am told, before they begin to
 sow, roast some wheat, one portion of which is eaten by
 the men in the mosque and another portion by the
 women in their tents, whilst a third part is thrown on the
 field immediately before the sowing commences; my
 informant said that this is done with a view to securing
 good crops. In Dukkala, before a new tent is pitched for
 the first time, some s'ersiem, prepared of beans, chickpeas,
 wheat, salt, and water, is eaten on the tent-cloth. This

 meal is considered a good fil, as the 'Arab say: it will
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 40 Midsummer Customs in Morocco.

 have the effect of filling the tent in the future with various
 kinds of food. In Andjra and elsewhere a meal similar to
 that which in other parts of Morocco is partaken on
 Midsummer Day is eaten on New-Year's Eve (Old Style),
 the so-called lilts 1-hagz2za. The people then bless the
 food by saying :-Alldh tsa'dla ydrzakna fi z-zra' wdi
 z-zerre"a fi r-rezk wd a-'dmdr, "May God the highest
 bestow on us wheat and seed, good fortune and a long
 life." The JbMla call this dish oidha. It is thus even
 literally identical with the midsummer meal of the Rif
 Berbers (imsliaA).

 Whilst the eating ceremony which among some tribes is
 practised at midsummer is among other tribes practised
 on New-Year's Eve of the solar year, we frequently meet
 with fire and water customs in the beginning of the
 Muhammedan year, on l-'dcur day, that is, on the ioth of
 Mohairram, the first month in the Muhammedan calendar.
 At Demnat, in the Great Atlas, I was present (in disguise)
 when, on 1-'dsur eve, a big fire was made outside the
 governor's house, and people were leaping over it to and
 fro. When asking for an explanation of this ceremony, I
 was told that the people thereby insure their lives till

 the next 'dsur. That this fire, like the midsummer fire, is
 meant to purify them from all kinds of evil, is obvious
 from the words which they utter when leaping over it.
 In Aglu, in SIs, the fire is lighted at three different points
 by an unmarried girl belonging to a family reputed for
 their good luck. When the fire has burned down, the
 young men leap over the glowing embers, saying :--Nssizssn
 gigm aftsurt iggigr'dan 'la t/1kin 'la timudan l'kdlb ila
 ti ihsan nzgramn da& iminl ytmiil imdl ytmid imal yitndl
 sdlhin'a dessdht, " We shook on you, O Lady 'Asur, fleas
 and lice and the illnesses of the heart as also those of the

 bones; we shall pass through you again next year and the
 following years with safety and health." Then the charred
 branches are carried to Sidi Bdsmen's sanctuary, and the
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 people who carry them say :-A sdrd. iu Ur'aUa ila t/lkin ula timudan u'la lauhas'ad aqddrrdnin, "We make complaint
 against the rats and lice and illnesses and beasts which
 have hurt us." Both in Aglu and Glawi, in the Great
 Atlas, smaller fires are also made, over which the animals
 are taken. At Demnat, girls who are anxious to marry
 boil water over the 'diur fire and wash themselves with

 the water; and in Dukkala diseased eyes are rubbed with
 the ashes of that fire. 'A"sur fires seem to occur among
 the Shluh in general, as also among the 'Arab of the
 plains; whereas I have found no traces of such fires among
 the Rif Berbers and the Jbila. I am told that among the
 Beni Mgild a white chicken is burned in the tent on 1-'dsur
 day, but this seems to be the only fire ceremony practised
 by them on that occasion. Among the 'Arab of the tribe
 Mnasara a fire is only made in the place where the sheep
 are kept, and the tail of the sheep which has been pre-
 viously sacrificed at "the Great Feast" (1-'did 1-kbir) is
 roasted on the fire. The person who roasts it says:-

 'Al 'dj ma t8z2led ~nmna ker n-n'dj": "'Aj 'j, may our ewes
 only give birth to females."

 Water ceremonies similar to those practised at mid-
 summer are very common at l-'dsur. On 1-'diur morning
 all water or, according to some people, only spring water,
 is endowed with baraka, especially before sunrise. The
 people then bathe and pour water over each other, and, in
 some places, sprinkle their animals, tents, or rooms with
 water. In DukkAla a portion of the water which has been
 brought home at 1-'asur is preserved till next 'scur; and
 some of it is kept to be taken as medicine, or poured on
 the place where the corn is threshed (1-gd'a), or put into the
 vessel (1-kdmkom) where money is laid before it is buried in
 the ground. In the last-mentioned case the 'dsur water
 serves as a charm against the earth-spirits. The 'Arab of
 the plains are always in danger of losing their money: if
 they keep it in their houses their governor easily lays
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 hands on it, and if they bufy it the spirits, orjnz2n, may run
 away with it; but as a rule they seem to be less afraid of
 the jnz2n than of their governors. It is interesting to note
 that among the Jbila and Rif Berbers, or at least among
 many of them, no ceremonial bathing occurs at -'ds'ur, the
 ordinary custom of watering the graves being the only
 water-ceremony prevalent among them on that occasion.

 The 'dnsdra and 'dsur customs largely supplement each
 other. Among tribes which practise no fire or water cere-
 monies at -'dnsa'ra we may be sure to find such ceremonies
 at -'asur, and vice versa. And even where they occur on
 both occasions, more importance is always attached to them
 in the one case than in the other. In this competition
 between l-'dnsdra and l-'dasur Muhammedanism is in favour
 of l-'asur. Many of the religious people and scribes alto-
 gether disapprove of 1-'dnsra, maintaining that all cere-
 monies connected with it are bad. A good schoolmaster
 who acts up to his religion keeps the boys in school on
 1-'dnsra day, refusing the money they offer him to get a
 holiday; however, my informant adds, there are very few
 schoolmasters who are so conscientious. It is important to
 note that the 'dnsdra ceremonies are most prominent among
 the Rif Berbers, the Arabic-speaking Jbala-a portion of
 whom are even by themselves recognized to be of the same
 stock as the Rif Berbers,-and among the Braber of Central
 Morocco; whereas among the Shluh, who have been in-
 fluenced by Muhammedanism in a much higher degree than
 any of the other Berber groups, and among the 'Arab of the
 plains (with the exception of Arabic-speaking tribes border-
 ing on the Braber district), the midsummer customs are
 chiefly restricted to ceremonies calculated to promote vege-
 tation. Considering, further, that I have been unable to
 find a single trace of midsummer ceremonies among Arabs
 who have not come in contact with the Berber race, I
 venture to suppose that such ceremonies prevailed among
 the indigenous Berbers.
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 It might be supposed that the word A-'dnsdra itself could
 perhaps give us the key to the origin of the Moorish mid-
 summer customs. But it practically tells us nothing. In
 its origin it is neither Berber nor Arabic. It is derived
 from the Hebrew 'asara, which means an assembly of
 people for the celebration of a religious feast.' In the
 times of Josephus it denoted Pentecost, and it has the
 same meaning in the Talmud.2 To this day the Arabic
 form el-'ansarah is used by the Copts for Whitsunday.3
 Considering that the real meaning of the word is feast in
 general, it is not surprising that it was adopted by the
 Arabs and Berbers as a name for the midsummer festival.

 Every student of the language of the Berbers knows how
 ready they have been to make use of foreign words. The
 importation of Arabic expressions in the various Berber
 dialects is truly immense; even the original numerals have
 been almost entirely replaced by the Arabic ones. Hence
 the midsummer festival may very well be a genuine Berber
 custom, although its name is derived from the Arabic form
 of a Hebrew word.

 Nor do we learn anything as regards the origin of the
 'dnsdra custom from the account which the Moors them-

 selves give of it. They say that in the time of King
 Nemrud (Nimrod) there was in the East a Christian

 woman by name 'Ans.ra, who was opposed to Sidna Abrahim (Abraham) on account of his religion; Sidna
 Abrahim was of course a Muhammedan, the ancestor of all

 the Muhammedans. 'Ans.'ra had an excellent sight, she could see a distance of seven days' journey; and she used
 to watch Sidna Abrahim and inform his enemies of his

 whereabouts. She also used to strew thorns on the road

 where he was walking. All this made Sidna Abrahim's

 1Dozy and Engelmann, Glossaire des mots espagnols et gortugais de'rivis de
 Zarabe, 1869, p. 136.

 2 Ibid., p. 136.

 3Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, 1871, ii. 287.
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 friends very angry with 'Ansara. They finally caught the
 malevolent lady and burned her. Hence Sidna AbrThim's
 descendants still make fires every year at midsummer, and
 call the ceremony 1-'dn sdra. This is a good instance of
 myth-making serving the purpose of explaining ritual.
 The midsummer, or 1-'dnsdra, bonfire is explained by the
 burning of a Christian woman 'Ansara because of the
 phonetic resemblance between the word 'dnrsdra and the
 word ndsdra, which is the name given by the Moors to the
 Christians.

 Whilst, so far as I know, no midsummer customs have
 been found among pure Arabs, uninfluenced by contact
 with Berbers, such customs, as is well known, are or have
 been universally practised in Europe. And the European
 midsummer ceremonies are to a large extent similar to
 those prevalent in Morocco. In Europe, also, magical
 plants are culled on Midsummer Eve, fires are kindled at
 midsummer, and in some places live animals are burned in
 the fires; even water-ceremonies exactly similar to those
 in Morocco have been noticed in certain districts of Ger-

 many, Italy, and elsewhere.' It also seems that all these
 practices are performed in Europe for the same purposes
 as in Morocco. Various plants are gathered on account of
 the benign virtue with which they are supposed to be
 endowed on Midsummer Eve. As for the fire-ceremonies,
 I cannot subscribe to Dr. Frazer's opinion that the best
 explanation of these seems to be the one given by Mann-
 hardt, namely, that they are sun-charms or magical cere-
 monies intended to ensure a proper supply of sunshine for
 men, animals, and plants.2 As a matter of fact, in Europe,
 as well as in Morocco, a purificatory purpose is expressly
 ascribed to them by the very persons who practise them;
 and, far from supposing like Dr. Frazer that the purgative
 aspect of fire may in these cases be secondary, or only

 1 Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, ii. 588.

 2 Frazer, The Golden Bough, iii. 300.
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 a later misinterpretation of the custom,' I fail to see
 that the fire-ceremonies have served any other purpose.
 It seems to me that in Dr. Frazer's exhaustive description
 of these ceremonies there is not a single fact which would
 make Mannhardt's hypothesis at all probable. Dr. Frazer
 says: "The custom of rolling a burning wheel down a hill-
 side, which is often observed at these times, seems a very
 natural imitation of the sun's course in the sky."2 To me
 it appears as a method of distributing the purificatory
 energy over the fields or vineyards. Notice, for instance,
 the following statements:-In the Rh6n Mountains,
 Bavaria, "a wheel wrapt in combustibles was kindled
 and rolled down the hill; and the young people rushed
 about the fields with their burning torches and brooms
 * . . In neighbouring villages of Hesse . . . it is thought
 that wherever the burning wheels roll, the fields will be
 safe from hail and storm."3 At Volkmarsen, in Hesse,
 "in some places tar-barrels or wheels wrapt in straw used
 to be set on fire, and then sent rolling down the hillside.
 In others the boys light torches and whisps of straw at the
 bonfires and rush about brandishing them in their hand."4
 In Miinsterland "boys with blazing bundles of straw run
 over the fields to make them fruitful."5 The rolling of
 the burning wheel, then, is only one method out of many
 of distributing the magic energy of the midsummer bon-
 fire. Dr. Frazer says: "The custom of throwing blazing
 discs, shaped like suns, into the air is probably also a
 piece of imitative magic."6 But why should it not, in
 conformity with other practices, be regarded as a means of
 purifying the air? According to old writers, the object
 of midsummer fires was to disperse the aerial dragons.7
 Dr. Frazer says: "The influence which these bonfires are
 supposed to exert on the weather and on vegetation, goes

 1 Frazer, The Golden Bough, iii. 314.  2 Ibid., iii. 30I.
 3 Ibid., iii. 243 sq.  4 bid., iii. 254.  b bid., iii. 255.
 6Ibid., iii. 30I.  7 Ibid., iii. 267.
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 to show that they are sun-charms, since the effects ascribed
 to them are identical with those of sunshine."1 But these
 effects are really such as would result from purification
 rather than from sunshine; they are not restricted to
 vegetation, they apply to animals and men as well. More-
 over, in Europe, as in Morocco, the magic efficacy is often
 attributed to the smoke rather than to the flame. That

 the European bonfires are essentially intended to serve as
 means of purgation is all the more probable, as they also,
 like the Moorish bonfires, alternate with water-ceremonies,
 which could not possibly have anything to do with the
 sun, but which are obviously of a purificatory character.

 Nor do I believe that Dr. Frazer has adduced any solid
 reason for his suggestion that the animals which are some-
 times burned at midsummer represent the spirit of vegeta-
 tion.2 The smoke produced by the burning of certain
 animals at that time is considered to possess magic
 efficacy, just as is the case with the smoke from certain
 plants. It seems that the animals which are most com-
 monly burned in European bonfires, either at midsummer
 or at other times of the year, are cats; and in Morocco
 the Rif Berbers and JbAla burn wild-cats under their
 horses or mules when ill, the smoke being considered
 beneficial to the animal on other occasions besides mid-
 summer. In Russia a white cock was sometimes burned

 in the midsummer bonfire,3 just as a white cock or chicken

 is burned by the Beni Mgild in Morocco on l-'d$ur day;
 and among the latter at least the reason for this practice
 is, as they say, to make the year "white," that is, lucky, a
 white chicken being considered a lucky animal.

 How, then, shall we explain the fact that both in Europe
 and in Morocco fire and water ceremonies are practised at
 midsummer with the same object in view? Is it likely
 that the Berbers borrowed the custom from Europe ? For

 1 Frazer, The Golden Bough, iii. 303.  2Ibid., iii. 323 sqq.
 3 Ibid., iii. 325.
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 my own part I am inclined to answer this question in the
 negative. We know that in Spain bonfires were kindled
 at midsummer both by the Moors and Spaniards,' but
 there is no evidence that the one people had borrowed the
 practice from the other; indeed, that the Moors did not
 learn it from the Spaniards is almost proved by the cir-
 cumstance that the Moorish term for Midsummer passed
 into Spanish under the form alhanzaro.2 But the fact to
 which I attribute the greatest importance is a statement
 made by St. Augustine in one of his Sermons. He says
 that in his days it was a custom in Libya to go to the sea
 and bathe there at midsummer, and he denounces this as
 a relic of paganism.3 I therefore suppose that the purifica-
 tion ceremonies which are practised in Morocco at mid-
 summer are old Berber customs. And considering that
 purification ceremonies at midsummer, so far as I know,
 occur only in Europe and Northern Africa, I cannot help
 thinking that this coincidence gives some additional
 strength to the hypothesis according to which there is
 a racial affinity between the Berbers and most European
 nations of the present day. It may be that the mid-
 summer ceremonies of Europe and Northern Africa, or at
 least those of a purificatory character, date from a period
 when such ceremonies were common to the Mediterranean
 race.

 EDWARD WESTERMARCK.

 1Dozy and Engelmann, op. cit., p. 136.

 2 Ibid., p. 135-

 3St. Augustine, Sermo cxcvi., in Migne's Patrologiae cursus completus,
 xviii.-xxxix. 1021 : " Natali Joannis . . . de solemnitate superstitiosa pagana,
 Christiani ad mare veniebant et ibi se baptizabant." Cf. Herodotus's state-
 ment (ii, 50; iv, I88), that the Libyans worshipped Poseidon.
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